
$8,750,000 - 516 Alta Drive, Beverly Hills
MLS® #22224849

$8,750,000
5 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 4,982 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Beverly Hills, 

A Stunning updated Spanish on one of the
most desirable streets in coveted Beverly Hills
flats still boasts the original hand carved doors
and stained- glass windows. Each room of the
house has a special charm from the sweeping
staircase with original deco tile risers to the
bright and airy dining room to the dramatic
fireplace and stained-glass wall in the living
room. The large and spacious family room has
impressive French doors that open onto an
enormous, covered patio with BBQ and wood
burning Mugnaini pizza oven. The expansive
chef's kitchen is adorned with Calcutta Borgia
porcelain counters, and boasts double Wolf
ovens, multiple Fridges, dishwashers and wine
fridges. One of the four spacious bedrooms
upstairs is being used as a movie room replete
with surround sound and built-in refrigerators,
so sodas, candies and ice-cream are only an
arms-reach away. The maid's room is currently
being used as an office. The primary suite has
a view of hills and treetops and overlooks a
very private backyard with swimming pool and
fireplace. The garage has been converted into
two rooms, a pool room with fridge, steam
shower and a separate gym. The porte
cochere and driveway allows parking for six
cars. The house has a security system and
cameras. Finally, automated systems create a
smart home operated by both touch screens
and phone app.

Built in 1930



Additional Information

City Beverly Hills

County Los Angeles

Zip 90210

MLS® # 22224849

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 4,982

Lot Size 0.24

Neighborhood N/A

HOA Dues $

Listing Details

Listing Agent Debby Fogelman

Provided By: Core Real Estate Group

Based on information from California Regional Multiple Listing Service, Inc. as of April 29th, 2024 at 3:40am PDT. This
information is for your personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any purpose other than to identify
prospective properties you may be interested in purchasing. Display of MLS data is usually deemed reliable but is NOT
guaranteed accurate by the MLS. Buyers are responsible for verifying the accuracy of all information and should
investigate the data themselves or retain appropriate professionals. Information from sources other than the Listing
Agent may have been included in the MLS data. Unless otherwise specified in writing, Broker/Agent has not and will not
verify any information obtained from other sources. The Broker/Agent providing the information contained herein may or
may not have been the Listing and/or Selling Agent.


